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“WatCh out for flying fish!”

The ‘Thumbs up’ from michèle

ranking: 5th

Weather: sun with isolated showers.  high temperatures
WinD: north-easterly trade winds, 23 knots
boat speeD: 15-18 knots
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lunch: indian style, wholemeal bulgur wheat + creme caramel    
Diner : tandoori chicken  
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“We were sailing full on by 25 knots of wind 

when suddenly the sail fell in the water”, said 

Dominique Wavre later on during a phone call. 

“It took us two hours to get it back onboard; it’s 

been a terrible fight and we are exhausted.”

Mirabaud is now back on track; however with a 

light spinnaker whilst the wind still blows at 25 

knots, which is a big source of concern for the 

two co-skippers. 

“We will reach the doldrums in two days. If the 

wind drops as planned, it will give us the oppor-

tunity to repair the sail, host it and roll it again, 

which is very important but not evident at all.”   

The Mirabaud is sailing back at full speed since 

the incident. “Estrella Damm and Mapfre passed 

quite close to us, but unfortunately we didn’t 

have any visual contact with them.  Our only view 

is the horizon…it seems so close, yet there is an 

eternity of ocean around us.”

Most of the Barcelona World Race competitors 

are now benefitting from established north-

east trade winds of around 20-25 knots, more 

at times.  The boat speeds have been impres-

sive with an average of around 18 knots in the 

pack.  However, lighter conditions beyond the 

Cape Verde Islands have made their presence felt 

among the leading boats.  As of Monday eve-

ning, the speeds for the teams further down the 

fleet have been higher than those ahead.

The doldrums are nearly in sight now and as 

the wind dies at the front of the fleet, the pack 

should compress as the trailing boats start cat-

ching up the leaders.  This effect will only be 

short-lived though as the front runners should 

pick up the southern hemisphere trades and re-

establish their lead.

Other boats have suffered damage due to the 

hard conditions: Jean Le Cam’s boat President 

broke its mast whilst Michel Desjoyeaux and 

François Gabart (Foncia) will have to stop in Brasil 

and change their boat’s bow following a crash 

with an unknown object. 

Damage on boarD mirabauD 
off the Cape VerDe islanDs

Very impressive since the start of the 

Barcelona World Race, the Mirabaud 

has suffered damage this morning 

when the top of the gennaker let 

go, leading to the massive sail falling 

in the water and trailing behind the 

boat. 



“We’ll be meeting more and more animals,” 

enthuses Michèle.  “Over the last few days we’re 

seen several pods of dolphins, but no whales as 

yet.”

On the other hand, the co-skippers need to 

keep their eyes well-peeled in case of attack…by 

flying fish!  “They are extremely common at this 

latitude,” explains Michèle.  “They can fly extre-

mely high and fast, and can be a real danger if 

you get hit in the head by one!  We need to be 

on constant look-out.”

In addition to the new wildlife, the weather will 

radically change over the next few days as Mira-

baud enters the Intertropical Convergence Zone 

(The Doldrums).  This is an area around the equa-

tor where there north-easterly trade winds of the 

Northern Hemisphere meet the south-easterlies 

of the Southern Hemisphere and tend to cancel 

each other out, creating a calm zone.  This zone 

can move from day to day and is usually accom-

panied by heavy skies, thunder and lightening.  

The Doldrums also mark the transition from the 

northern to the southern hemisphere…an event 

that won’t be marked with much ceremony on 

board Mirabaud as the two sailors have already 

crossed it many times before.

“WatCh out for flying fish !”

ranking : 
the 11th january 11 pm

1 ) VirbaC-papreC 3

2 ) fonCia ( +75.9 milles )

3 ) estrella Damm ( +222.4 )

4 ) mapfre ( +255.3 )

5 ) mirabauD ( +256.0 )

6 ) groupe bel ( +312.2 )

7 ) neutrogena ( +333.3 )

8 ) présiDent ( +503.4 )

9 ) renault Z.e. sailing team ( +519.2 )

10 ) gaes ( +520.4 )

11 ) Central leChera asturiana ( +676.9 )

12 ) We are Water ( +694.2 )

13 ) hugo boss ( +724.5 )

14 ) forum maritim Catala ( +764.0 )

“Dominique took the stitches out as we 

got into the Atlantic and I’m happy with the 

way it’s healing.  The cut is now closed but 

I’m still wearing a bandage as a precautio-

nary measure.  It doesn’t hurt anymore and 

seems like it’s healing as it should. In any 

case, I’ve no problems helming or manoeu-

vring onboard.”

The ‘Thumbs up’ from michèle
Michele received surgery for an injured thumb just before 

the start of the race, but is now well on her way to recovery.  

Entering warmer waters usually also means the arrival of a wide and fascina-

ting variety of wildlife, and this is particularly evident around the Cape Verde 

Islands.  
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